Our orthopedic community has suffered an irreparable loss. Larisa Dzhevdetivna (Yevgenivna) Goncharova passed away. A talented teacher admired by cadets; a thoughtful doctor who sought to determine the cause of the disease; a talented scientist, not by position (Deputy Director of the Scientific Research Institute, which she held recently), but by the quality of her monographs and articles, scientific ideas and concepts; a responsible organizer, under whose leadership conferences and congresses in our specialty were organized for more than 10 years — she will remain such in our memory.

And we will remember her as a person with an amazing soul, a sensitive friend, an intelligent and attentive interlocutor, a person who strived to help and support her neighbor. Such people do not die, they become Angels!

The soul’s flown off
Like a silvery slice,
Melting in the dawn wharf,
Embedding in ice
Tears on your cheeks were so graceful.
It was a lament to part, seemed like a freeze,
I will forever be staying your Angel,
Quietly hugging you with a breeze,
Leaving amiable verses in exchange
And keeping good memories as the keys

We will remember you!

The employees of the Regional Traumatology Hospital and Research Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics of DonNMU, the Department of Orthopedics, Traumatology and Extreme Surgery of DonNMU and the editors of the journal “Trauma”, as well as all traumatologists-orthopedics, are mourning together with the relatives, colleagues and friends.